Enterprise web-conferencing designed for education transforms your LMS into a comprehensive digital learning environment that your students and teachers will love.

Here are five ways synchronous collaboration transforms the learning experience in Blackboard Classroom to improve student engagement and success:

1. **Prepares teachers for digital learning** by providing flexible, fun, and convenient professional development while preserving class time and reducing costs.

2. **Encourages collaboration and education continuity** by providing students and teachers with dynamic communication tools accessible anytime, anywhere.

3. **Powers flipped learning** to transform face-to-face learning into a dynamic, interactive experience centered on applying concepts and engaging creatively.

4. **Engages learners in their world** by making use of the devices and platforms that have become a natural part of their everyday lives.

5. **Personalizes digital learning** by allowing students and teachers to engage with each other in real-time.

---

Just saw the most recent version of @Blackboard collaborate, and wow, it looks great.

**Ryan Gravette,**
Technology Director, Idaho Digital Learning, @IDLAGravette
Engage Your Students & Flip Your Class with Blackboard Classroom.

With Blackboard Classroom, you will delight students and teachers with a modern, browser based, web conferencing solution built for education creating a reliable, simple, and convenient digital learning platform that enables rich collaboration with engaging, high quality audio and video conferencing.

Synchronous collaboration designed for education, optimized for learning

- Modern, simple, redesigned experience (for up to 250 participants and growing)
- Fast, quick, convenient, one click start up (runs directly in the browser)
- Fast, sharp application sharing leveraging innovative WebRTC technology
- Rich, personalized, engaging experience with high definition audio and video
- Rapid adoption with minimal hand-holding
- Integrated telephony
- Native, persona based mobile application for anywhere, anytime learning

Follow the speaker video conferencing

Personalize Learning with HD Video Conferencing

- Follow the speaker video conferencing
- Break out rooms for project based learning and small group collaboration
- Learner centric design with content sharing layout highlighting speaker
- Hand raising to encourage active class participation
- Class and moderator chat with twemojis
- Interactive whiteboard with real time annotations
- Personalization with drag and drop profiles
- Teachers & students can participate using Chromebooks!
- MP4 recordings and playback for mobile friendly
- Flipped lessons that stick around as long as you want
- Commitment to accessibility, eg. supports live closed captioning; WCAG 2.0 AA and Section 508 compliant